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Filthy Rich Marvel Entertainment
In a noir story cloaked in deception and
intrigue, broken-down San Francisco P.I.
Jonny Double accepts a simple job to watch
over a rich man's rebellious daughter. But after
being foolishly seduced by the girl he is being
paid to keep tabs on, Jonny finds himself
mixed up in a scheme to plunder an old bank
account belonging to Al Capone. Once the
heist is made, Double discovers that his entire
case has been full of lies and now the only
hard truth that he has is that he is going to die.
By the critically-acclaimed creative and award
winning team that brings you 100 bullets.
DC Comics
Two of DC's greatest villains take
center stage in this new Absolute
Edition from Eisner Award-winning
writer Brian Azzarello and artist
Lee Bermejo! This slipcase
contains two hardcovers and
collects the Luthor: Man of Steel
5-issue mini-series and the original
graphic novel JOKER, along with
sketchbook pages and more!
Flashpoint: The World of Flashpoint Featuring
Batman DC Comics
Following the events of Infinite Frontier #0 and The
Joker War, The Joker gets targeted as the most
wanted man in the world! But the Clown Prince of
Crime is several steps ahead of law enforcement-and
he’s on the run overseas. James Gordon, facing
retirement, realizes this is the manhunt of his life and
the last piece of a storied career⋯but what
mysterious and deadly forces are also in pursuit of
The Joker? THE JOKER VOL. 1 collects THE
JOKER #1-6
Batman: Europa DC Comics
The stunning conclusion to the groundbreaking
miniseries by the critically acclaimed team of
writer Brian Azzarello and artist Lee Bermejo is
here! Batman�s most baffling case brings him
face to face with his worst nightmare in this highly
anticipated finale!
Batman: Damned (2018-) #1 Dc Comics
"After an unknown enemy infects Batman

with a deadly virus, the Dark Knight must
race across Europe in search of a cure.
But he wasn't the only target. His greatest
enemy, the Joker, was exposed to the
same destructive disease. Batman and
Joker were each given different pieces of
the larger puzzle, and neither can solve the
mystery without the other." -- back cover.
Lex Luthor Dc Comics
"You will be blown away."-AIN'T IT
COOL NEWS Brian Azzarello brings to
THE JOKER all the visceral intensity
and criminal insight that has made his
Vertigo graphic novel series 100
BULLETS one of the most critically
acclaimed and award-winning series of
all time. This original graphic novel tells
the story of one very dark night in
Gotham City. The Joker has been
mysteriously released from Arkham
Asylum, and he's none too happy about
what's happened to his Gotham City
rackets while he's been "away." What
follows is a harrowing night of revenge,
murder and manic crime as only The
Joker can deliver it, as he brutally takes
back his stolen assets from The
Penguin, The Riddler, Two-Face, Killer
Croc and, of course, The Batman, and
heaven help them all. Told through the
eyes of his loyal (but naive) henchman
Jonny Frost, JOKER is a true noir
crime novel: a harrowing journey into a
city of rain-soaked streets, dirty sheets
and nothing but bad choices.
Sgt. Rock Vertigo
The startling conclusion of this Black Label
epic rockets to its surprising, yet inevitable,
confrontation between The Joker and the
Suicide Squad. With Red Hood wondering
who he can trust as he’s forced to team up
with Harley Quinn and other rogues against
the Clown Prince of Crime, one last betrayal
changes everything before the final page.
Suicide Squad: Get Joker! DC Comics
Mixing the very best talents in crime
writing with red-hot artists, the 'Vertigo
Crime' series represents a new era in
four-colour capers for adults only
Richard 'Junk' Junkin is an ex-pro-
sportsman, his career ended by injury,
who now spends his life selling cars in

New Jersey and lusting after his boss's
daughter Victoria.
Suicide Squad: Get Joker! (2021-) #2
DC Black Label
After turning the tables on the Suicide
Squad, The Joker gained control of the
device that could detonate the bomb
implanted in each of the team
members’ heads. Now forced to do
The Joker’s bidding, Red Hood,
Harley, and the rest of Task Force X
find themselves hunted by a newly
formed Squad with a single mission: kill
the previous Squad and take over
hunting The Joker.
Absolute Joker DC Comics
#1 New York Times Bestseller Inspired by
Charles Dickens' immortal classic A
Christmas Carol, BATMAN: NOEL features
different interpretations of the Dark Knight,
along with his enemies and allies, in different
eras. Along the way, Batman must come to
terms with his past, present and future as he
battles villains from the campy 1960s to dark
and brooding menaces of today, while
exploring what it means to be the hero that he
is. Members of Batman's supporting cast
enact roles analogous to those from A
Christmas Carol, with Robin, Catwoman,
Superman, The Joker and more playing roles
that will be familiar to anyone who knows
Dickens' original holiday tale.
Batman: Damned (2018-) #3 The Joker
The murderous mystery of the Red Cloud
uncovered! Clark Kent draws closer to
revealing a secret crime family that has
operated for years in Metropolis, but the
familyÕs enforcerÑthe mysterious Red
CloudÑproves sheÕs a match for even the
Man of Steel with an attack that leaves
Superman breathless. DonÕt miss the last-
page shocker as we reveal the true face of
the Red Cloud!
The Joker Universe
In 1986, THE DARK KNIGHT RETURNS
changed comics forever. In 2001, THE DARK
KNIGHT STRIKES AGAIN went back to the
future of Batman and shocked the industry to
its core. Now, living legend Frank Miller joins
forces with superstar writer Brian Azzarello
(100 BULLETS) and an alliance of comicsÕ
greatest artists to unleash the highly
anticipated epic third chapter in the DARK
KNIGHT saga: THE MASTER RACE. ItÕs
been three years since the Batman defeated
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Lex Luthor and saved the world from tyranny.
Three years since anyone has seen Gotham
CityÕs guardian alive. Wonder Woman,
Queen of the AmazonsÉHal Jordan, the Green
LanternÉSuperman, the Man of SteelÉall of
the Dark KnightÕs allies have retreated from
the front lines of the war against injustice. But
now a new war is beginning. An army of
unimaginable power led by SupermanÕs own
daughter is preparing to claim Earth as their
new world. The only force that can stop this
master raceÑBatmanÑis dead. Long live the
new BatmanÉ Collecting the full nine-issue
miniseries and its mini-comic tie-in issues,
BATMAN: THE DARK KNIGHT: MASTER
RACE features incredible artwork from comics
icon Andy Kubert (FLASHPOINT), as well as
Klaus Janson (THE DARK KNIGHT
RETURNS), John Romita Jr. (ALL-STAR
BATMAN), Eduardo Risso (100 BULLETS)
and Frank Miller himself!
Suicide Squad: Get Joker! National
Geographic Books
The Joker has been mysteriously released
from Arkham Asylum, and he's none too
happy about what's happened to his
Gotham City rackets while he's been
"away." Brian Azzarello and Lee Bermejo
bring you arguably the most terrifying
Joker tale ever written! The scourge of
Gotham City reaches new levels of
complexity and intensity in these two
uniquely crafted stories from the New York
Times best-selling and Eisner Award-
winning team of Brian Azzarello and Lee
Bermejo (Batman: Damned, Luthor). He
will stand over your body, with your blood
on his hands, and I promise you he will
laugh. Not because your life means
nothing to him. But because death, for
him, is the punch line. The Joker has been
mysteriously released from Arkham
Asylum, and he's none too happy about
what's happened to his Gotham City
rackets while he's been away. What
follows is a harrowing night of revenge,
murder and manic crime as only The Joker
can deliver it, as he brutally takes back his
stolen assets from the Penguin, the
Riddler, Two-Face, Killer Croc and more.
Collects Joker and Absolute Joker.
War of Kings Prelude: Road to War
of Kings Omnibus DC Black Label
From writer Brian Azzarello and artist
Lee Bermejo, the team behind the best-
selling BATMAN: DAMNED, JOKER
tells the story of one very dark night in
Gotham City—a harrowing night of
revenge, murder and crime as only The
Joker can deliver it, as he brutally takes
back his stolen assets from the
Penguin, the Riddler, Two-Face, Killer
Croc and others.
Wednesday Comics DC Comics
The greatest talents of American and
European comics unite for a Batman story
like none other! Written by Matteo Casali

(CATWOMAN) and Brian Azzarello (DARK
KNIGHT III: THE MASTER RACE),
BATMAN: EUROPA features art by
superstar Jim Lee (JUSTICE LEAGUE) as
well as European comics artist superstars
Giuseppe Camuncoli (SPIDER-MAN),
Diego Latorre and Gerard Parel. The Dark
Knight is finally facing an enemy that even
he canÕt defeatÑa deadly, custom-
engineered virus that will drive him mad
and then kill him within a week. But
Batman isnÕt the only one infectedÉthe
homicidal madman known as the Joker is
also stricken. Now, the two mortal enemies
must rely on each other if either one is to
survive. As they follow the clues, their
search fo8r the man who targeted them
has them crisscrossing EuropeÑfollowing
clues in Berlin, fighting automatons in
Prague, haunting the Paris catacombs and
more. Can Batman and Joker survive
working together? Or will the Dark Knight
and his deadliest enemy die together, far
from Gotham City? Collects BATMAN:
EUROPA #1-4 of the 4-issue miniseries.
Batman: Broken City New Edition DC Black
Label
The JokerDC
Batman: Damned (2018-) #2 Vertigo
Not a dream, not an imaginary story, not an
elseworld. This is Flash Fact: When Barry
Allen wakes at his desk, he discovers the
world has changed. Family is alive, loved
ones are strangers, and close friends are
different, gone or worse. It's a world on the
brink of a cataclysmic war--but where are
Earth's Greatest Heroes to stop it? Batman
Knight of Vengeance: Wayne Casinos towers
over Gotham City, but even the bright lights
can't keep the dark shadows from enveloping
the city. When the Joker kidnaps the children
of the city's district attorney, the Batman takes
the case. But the man under the mask may
not be the Dark Knight we know! Deadman
and the Flying Graysons: Come to see the
greatest show in the world of
FLASHPOINT--featuring the body-bending
Ragdoll, the amazing Flying Graysons and the
star performer, the death-defying Deadman!
However, when the Amazons come looking
for the mysterious helmet of Fate, will the
show go on or get cut short? Deathstroke and
Curse of the Ravager: Most of Europe lies
underwater thanks to the ongoing battle
between Amazon and Atlantean, but one man
braves the rough waters in search of his
missing treasure. Deathstroke the Terminator
enters the world of FLASHPOINT. Secret
Seven: One among them will betray them all!
Who are the secret seven? This Batman
volume collects FLASHPOINT: BATMAN
KNIGHT OF VENGEANCE #1-3, DEADMAN
AND THE FLYING GRAYSONS #1-3,
DEATHSTROKE AND THE CURSE OF THE
RAVAGER #1-3 and SECRET SEVEN #1-3.
The Joker DC Comics
Presents a collection of comics
featuring sixteen stories of well-known
superheroes duplicated in a newpaper-

size format, including such comic strips
as Batman, Superman, Green Lantern,
Teen Titans, and Wonder Woman.
Absolute Joker/Luthor DC COMICS bei
Panini Comics
Two of DC's greatest villains take
center stage in this new Absolute
Edition from Eisner Award-winning
writer Brian Azzarello and artist Lee
Bermejo! This slipcase contains two
hardcovers and collects the Luthor:
Man of Steel 5-issue mini-series and
the original graphic novel Joker, along
with sketchbook pages and more!
Batman DC
During a fight, Superman leaves his cape
wrapped around the dazed redhead Fairchild
who got caught up in the battle, and now, with
a case of amnesia, she believes she is
Supergirl. A Graphic Novel. Original.
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